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addison wesley professional informit - sandi metz has distilled a lifetime of conversations and presentations about object
oriented design into a proven set of oo practices for crafting manageable extensible and pleasing code practical object
oriented design 2nd edition immerses you in an oo mindset it teaches powerful real world object oriented design techniques
using simple and practical examples, amazon com essential scrum a practical guide to the most - essential scrum a
practical guide to the most popular agile process addison wesley signature series cohn kindle edition by kenneth s rubin
download it once and read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and
highlighting while reading essential scrum a practical guide to the most popular agile process addison wesley signature
series, the use of ontologies for effective knowledge modelling - the use of ontologies for effective knowledge modelling
and information retrieval, project management collaboration knowledge sharing among - rowe s f 2014 project
management collaboration knowledge sharing among project managers paper presented at pmi global congress 2014 north
america phoenix az, agile software development wikipedia - agile software development describes an approach to
software development under which requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of self organizing and
cross functional teams and their customer s end user s it advocates adaptive planning evolutionary development early
delivery and continual improvement and it encourages rapid and flexible response to change, explore our featured
insights mckinsey company - our latest thinking on the issues that matter most in business and management, tech
library welcome informationweek com - the practical security guide to prevent cyber extortion by panda security jul 30
2018 cyber extortion is a form of blackmail in which victims of an it attack are forced to pay to avoid its effects, participatory
action research wikipedia - participatory action research par is an approach to research in communities that emphasizes
participation and action it seeks to understand the world by trying to change it collaboratively and following reflection par
emphasizes collective inquiry and experimentation grounded in experience and social history
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